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levels are more substantial, she added.”
Liz Grindell, head of warranty at Allianz, also argues 

that the sales process for warranties begins before the 
customer enters the showroom. It’s widely accepted 
that most customers now have done all their research 
online and by the time they get to the showroom 
they know exactly what they want. So the message 
is clear; get useful information on warranties on the 
dealer website so they can choose what they want.

“It’s not news that the role of salespeople and 
selling is changing. This is particularly pertinent when 
it comes to the car purchase itself with customers 
often only engaging with salespeople once they’ve 
researched and made their choice. This is often not 
the case with extended warranty.” 

Part of the solution is to prepare the customer 
beforehand with practical information provided  
on a dealer’s website.

“Recent consumer research into customer 
perceptions around extended warranty highlighted 
that customers can find the product complex and 
therefore cannot relate to what it actually means  
for them. The cost of potential repairs was also 
identified as a knowledge gap.

“Meeting the customer need to conduct pre-
dealership research – and making sure that what 
they find then helps them assess if it’s right for them 
– can be addressed by ensuring dealer websites have
helpful extended warranty content.

“Dealers work with a wide range of customers each 
day and face a gamut of generational views on how 
customers want to receive information. For extended 

John Kirwan

 U
sed car sales are performing strongly 
for dealers with strong sales volumes 
and values showing significant increases 
compared to 12 months ago. But higher 
volumes of cars churning through 

the system bring their own pressure. In the current 
booming used car market with time at a premium 
warranties have to compete with other upsells in  
and outside the showroom.

AutoProtect director Nick Wake is one supplier who 
sees customers going online to see reviews. “We are 
seeing more customers engaging with review sites to 
share their experiences, making the sector more 
transparent and accountable.

“This is not just an issue for warranty providers but 
for dealers as well. It is very evident that customers 
want a quality product and a clear and accurate 
product explanation about coverage. This is guiding 
our dealer training and, we expect, the way dealers 
choose their warranty providers and promotional 
approach.”

For Caroline Davies, MAPFRE ABRAXAS partnership 
and distribution manager, warranties can compete 
favourably in the range of benefits they offer to the 
consumer but they need to be marketed online as 
well as in the showroom.

www.motortrader.com

“Warranty is a product that has significant benefits 
for the dealer and end customer, rather than an 
afterthought it is essential that warranty is fully 
integrated into the sales process and becomes  
second nature to the sales professional.

“Warranty needs to be included in discussions 
throughout the sales process from qualification  
through part-exchange appraisal to final presentation. 
It is part of a product that impacts on many areas  
of the business and is a valuable retention tool.  
Time invested into warranty is not wasted but  
is well spent,” she said.

 “With increased availability and awareness of 
online solutions dealers who do not integrate 
warranty into their sales process will see a potential 
lost opportunity, as customers who do not have  
a presentation at time of purchase may turn to an 
online retailer. We are seeing that standard cover 

Dealers need to promote warranties online, early in the 
sales process to build customer awareness and drive sales

Warranty needs to be included 
in discussions throughout the 
sales process
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Going online 

PROFIT DRIVER: Extended warranties serve as a customer marketing 
and retention tool and as a profit centre in their own right
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period of cover. Customers usually don’t want to 
pay for three years up front, but will happily make 
monthly instalments for three years,” he said.

The last word goes to AutoProtect director Nick 
Wake who is a keen advocate of the role of extended 
warranties in the used car sector as a sales marketing 
and retention tool and as profit centre.

 “The key is to view warranties as a core part of a 
business’ strategy. At the end of the day, dealers only 
have a limited number of tools available to them and 
the potential for warranties should not be ignored. 
Dealers can review the sales and product knowledge 
of the warranties available, set a champion challenge 
amongst the team to improve sales and test the role 
of warranties in online marketing to differentiate the 
dealer offer,” he said.  

either in the showroom or through their digital 
presence, promoting the importance of warranties 
and the benefits they add.

“It is a good idea to qualify the customer through 
whatever channel they are approaching you and 
understand their previous experiences with car 
ownership to work out the kind of warranty 
proposition that will work best for them. This can 
be done online or within normal conversation, while 
carrying out a test drive, for example.”

 “There is a trend towards customer expecting to 
receive an extended warranty included within the 
screen price.

“This is all part of a general shift in the market 
towards more comprehensive used car propositions, 
designed to minimise the possibility of the motorist 
being landed with an unexpected bill over their whole 
ownership of the vehicle and increase the level of 
security around buying a used car. In our experience, 
this works well, differentiating the dealer from their 
competitors in a very positive way,” he said.

It is always useful to get the view of broker who 
deals with insurers across the board and can provide 
an overall pserspective on where the market is going. 
David Brock, managing director of MB&G Insurance 
Services, said: “A very large proportion of the used 
car warranties sold in the UK are in fact simply short 
term deals – three months and six months being most 
typical – purchased by the dealers and given away as 
a post-sale guarantee. 

“Used car dealers struggle to sell longer term warranty 
because of the cost unless the customer can be 
persuaded to take the car on some form of extended 
credit, which in turn means the extended warranty can 
be paid for over in smaller monthly instalments.

“A stronger option is to sell a product that is a 
monthly paid scheme in the first place. Clearly it 
has an impact on cashflow, but it generates a much 
higher sales hit rate and is likely to offer a lot longer 

warranty it’s vital to deliver the key messages to suit 
the different customer categories. 

“That’s why Allianz Worldwide Partners has 
invested in digital marketing solutions such as  
product information films, alongside the more 
traditional showroom point of sale materials.  
For dealers, considering email and SMS extended 
warranty campaigns can be particularly effective to 
remind existing customers of their renewal date or 
prospective customers of new offers,” she added.

Eric Stone, business development director at WMS, 
also identified the need to use different information 
channels to spread the warranty message. 

“It is essential that the customer is given accurate and 
transparent information before, during and after the 
sale so a website section with details of the warranties 
available and showroom point of sale is a must.

“Social media is used by many dealers to provide 
information to customers before they arrive at the 
dealership. A warranty presentation that is built 
into the sales process and offers the customer the 
opportunity to extend is the prerequisite for upselling 
warranties and added value products. WMS provide 
support and training for our dealers and their staff  
to maximise this in a compliant manner.”

Getting in early with the warranty pitch is key for 
Sean Kent, sales director at the RAC Dealer Network.

“Dealers should engage with customers and raise 
the subject of warranties early on in the sales process, 

In what it bills as its “boldest statement of 
quality and confidence” Chinese carmaker 
Geely Auto Group has announced its 
intention to offer all its Lynk cars with  
a lifetime warranty. 

Details of the lifetime product warranty 
and roadside assistance will be revealed as 
the first new Lynk & Co vehicles go on sale 
in China in late 2017.

Lynk & Co’s first model, the 01 SUV, goes 
on sale in the UK in 2019 and will be sold 
online and in its own outlets.

The brand is saying that with distribution 
costs typically costing 25% of the price of  
a car, its direct model will offer “significant 
savings” to consumers.

The car, styled by Peter Horbury, the 
British designer responsible for the original 
Volvo XC90, will use the platform used by 
Geely-owned Volvo for the XC40.

It is not just warranties that are changing. 
Cars will be delivered directly to customers 
and a collection facility will operate for 
servicing jobs. Customers will be able 
to choose to buy cars outright or join a 
monthly subscription service which would 
grant them access to a car.

There will not be an options list as the 
company plans to sell high specification 
cars with specific limited variation. Prices 
have yet to be announced.

Geely launches lifetime 
warranty for Lynk brand

LYNK DEBUT: The 01 SUV will debut 
in the UK with a lifetime warranty

Warranty is a product that  
has significant benefits for  
the dealer and end customer

ONLINE CHANNELS: Information on extended warranties 
needs to be provided online to boost awareness and sales
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WARRANTIES The Impact of PCPs

PCP BONUS: Used PCPs 
accounted for 28% of used 

car sales at Pendragon

The PCP factor
The popularity of PCPs is helping to drive sales of longer 
duration extended warranties for used car dealers
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John Kirwan

 N
ew car sales have accelerated over the 
past five years, helped by booming 
demand for PCPs where penetration 
levels now stand at over 80%. 
Consumers now like the idea of leasing 

a car and exchanging it for another one after a fixed 
period rather than purchasing the car outright. 

PCPs accounted for almost a quarter of used sales 
at dealerships in March. A study of 400 dealers 
carried out by enquiryMAX revealed that 54.5% of 
used buyers preferred cash deals while 25.4% took 
a PCP contract. Hire purchase and personal loans 
accounted for 12.7% and 7.1% of dealer used car 
sales respectively.

David Boyce, managing director of enquiryMAX 
said: “It’s clear that the popularity of PCP in the new 
market is now making significant progress in used 
sales as motorist become more comfortable with  
the pay-to-drive model.”

For some dealer groups penetration levels are 
higher. Pendragon is reaching penetration levels  
of 28% in used cars for volume brands with higher 
levels for premium product.

Used PCPs are certainly having an impact on the 
length of extended warranties being sold, according 
to Caroline Davies, MAPFRE ABRAXAS partnership 
and distribution manager. 

NEW: Claim online * NEW: Claim online * NEW: Claim online * NEW: Claim online * NEW: Claim

A warranty that’s a perfect fit 
for your customer and tailored 
to suit your pocket

A Perfect Fit

Warwick House, Roydon Road, Harlow, Essex CM19 5DY
Email: sales@autoprotect.co.uk  Tel : 01279 456600
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warranties, broker David Brock, managing director  
of MB&G Insurance Services, believes the impact of 
PCPs on warranties is mixed.

“In those cases where enlightened providers are 
looking to offer a full ‘lifestyle’ product there have 
been increases in the sale of longer-term warranties.  
Moreover, some of these schemes offer added value 
services like recovery and legal cover. However, for 
the majority of used car PCP’s, it is still seen as a 
finance product and an alternative purchase method, 
so added value schemes like warranty are not 
benefitting that greatly.” 

appealing to the dealer; one worth testing.
For Liz Grindell, head of warranty at Allianz, it is a 

matter of logic. Dealers know the length of the PCP 
therefore they know the length of warranty they can 
sell. It is as simple as that.

 “If a PCP sale is made, dealership staff will know 
how long the car will be owned for so are in an 
excellent position to be match the extended warranty 
to duration. It’s worth reminding customers that the 
PCP is purely a means of purchase but that extended 
warranty will help with potential repairs.”

While many suppliers think PCP is a help for longer 

“As the customer is planning a fixed term of 
ownership for their vehicle, their requirements for 
warranty protection for this period is leading to the 
sale of longer term policies. It is important that as 
dealers focus on PCPs as a sales option they tailor 
their warranty proposition accordingly,” she said.

Sean Kent, sales director at the RAC Dealer 
Network, has also seen the growth of PCP financed 
used cars with longer warranties. 

“We’ve generally seen an increase in sales of longer 
term warranties as used car PCPs have gained traction 
because people frequently want a warranty that 
matches the length of their finance agreement. We 
have even extended our product range in response to 
this and now offer four- and five-year warranties as a 
direct result of demand from used car PCP customers.”

Nick Wake, a director at AutoProtect is another who 
believes that sales of longer warranties sit easily with 
used cars sold on PCPs. 

“Used car PCPs provide a three-year window for 
the promotion of a warranty. Customers are more 
inclined to usage rather than ownership and anything 
that can make this usage easier and more price 
certain will have a natural place.

“Warranties should be seen as a natural product, 
matching the product to the contract length. I do like 
the idea of providing an extra year of cover to help 
the Guaranteed Minimum Future Value because that 
would make the part-exchange proposition more 

LONG SELL:  
PCPs are leading to 
longer warranties 
on used car sales
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